
91000    Student comment on the improvisation 

The first similarity of the play “ The Pohutukawa Tree” by Bruce Mason to our scene is that in 
our scene the mother believes that she knows most things about her daughter and her 
daughter tells her most things about her life but in reality the daughter actually doesn’t tell 
her hardly anything, which is why the mother is so surprised when she finds out that the 
daughter is pregnant and has had a boyfriend. Aroha believes that Queenie is a good girl, 
that she tells her everything but then Queenie tells her she’s pregnant and to this guy she 
has never even heard about , so then Aroha realises that Queenie actually doesn’t tell her 
anything. This shows that the two generations don’t really understand each other.[1] 

 

Another similarity between our scene and the Pohutukawa Tree is that also Johnny hides his 
sketch book things from his mother. Johnny drinks and likes comics and other immature 
things and his mother doesn’t know. When she finds the comic she throws it into the fire 
because she wants Johnny to grow up and take responsibility for stuff. Our daughter doesn’t 
tell her mum anything either. The mum thinks she has been really irresponsible by getting 
pregnant. [2] 

 
Another of the similarities between our performance and the play ‘The Pohutukawa Tree’ is 
that the mother and daughter relationships. . In both the performance and the play the 
daughters have become tired and frustrated of their mothers strict rule over their lives. 
Queenie really wants to wear pretty clothes and have fun. Even though she is a bit scared at 
first, she likes dancing with Roy because it is more fun. Both of the daughters have both 
made huge mistakes as an act of defiance towards their mothers. They pull away and put 
strain on their once strong relationship. Not only do the daughters act in a similar way but 
their daughters news makes the mothers react the same. They are disappointed and 
surprised and both plan to disown their daughters. [3] 
 
The next similarity for our scene is that the mother and daughters relationship is 
represented by the Pohutukawa tree dying in the play. The relationship is dying in our scene 
from the daughter keeping secrets and this is just how the tree dies in the play. [4] 
 


